
THE SCAB GRAB
TEACHES SCOTT
WALKER THE VALUE OF
UNIONS
I confess, I went to sleep last night when
Seattle QB Russell Wilson threw a pick with
about 3 minutes left in the game [Update:
actually, in retrospect it was a missed 4th down
throw]. With the Squawks down 5, I figured there
was no way they were coming back.

And there was no way they were coming back.
Plus, by that point, the game had already
descended into a series of plays the outcome of
which were randomly determined by arbitrary
calls from the refs. It just wasn’t a contest
between athletes anymore; it was an art project
by a bunch of inexperienced refs.

And so, when Wilson threw a Hail Mary in the
last 8 seconds of the game and Packers DB M.D.
Jennings caught it, the refs instead called it a
Golden Tate TD. What I’m gonna call the Scab
Grab. Win, Squawks.

Which has led to all sorts of people who for
years have been advocating the replacement of
union auto workers, cops, and teachers, to
embrace union workers over greedy owners.
Perhaps the most stunning of these is this guy:

After catching a few hours of sleep, the
#Packers game is still just as painful.
#Returntherealrefs

— Governor Walker (@GovWalker) September
25, 2012

(The replies to this tweet are definitely worth
the laugh, btw.)

The entire country has discovered that unions do
more than just inconvenience them. They ensure
that experienced workers are not prevented by
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greedy profit-seekers from placing safe quality
work over profit.

But consider: this is the same kind of fight on
which the same union busters were on the other
side, just weeks ago, on the Chicago Teachers
strike. There, experienced teachers were–and
still are–at risk of being replaced by
inexperienced workers with no control over
educational conditions captive to the profit-
seeking motives of a bunch of capitalists. And
yet on that fight, so many liberals (to say
nothing of Scott Walker and Rahm Emanuel)
cheered on busting the union with cheap
replacements. Perhaps because we don’t get to
see how inexperienced teachers struggle to
manage a classroom–just as scab refs struggle to
manage a game–the effects of the union-busting
are applauded, not jeered.

It seems Americans are more willing to entrust
their children to inexperienced union-busting
replacement workers than they are their
spectator sports.

Update: This great Sarah Jaffe post explains why
this lockout–and the NHL lockout–matter for
workers rights generally.
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